Efficiencies and mechanisms of the chemical cleaning of fouled polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes during the microfiltration of alkali/surfactant/polymer flooding oilfield wastewater†
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The chemical cleaning of fouled polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes with different reagents after the microfiltration of alkali/surfactant/polymer (ASP) flooding oilfield wastewater was examined in this study. Fouling analyses, cleaning efficiencies of different reagents and conditions and cleaning mechanisms were investigated. The results showed that anionic polyacrylamide (APAM) and crude oil were the main membrane foulants accompanied by organic–inorganic–organic/membrane aggregate foulants formed by bridging inorganic ions and organic species. Cleaning efficiency of 93% was acquired through mixed cleaning with 0.04 N NaClO + 200 mg L⁻¹ NaOH, which was found to be better than individual cleaning. Moreover, consecutive cleaning with NaClO + NaOH–HCl restored 98% of the membrane flux, suggesting that HCl cleaning contributed to flux recovery. Additionally, the cleaning temperature and time were set as 40 °C and 3 h, respectively, considering economy and membrane lifespan. Finally, the mechanism of membrane cleaning and analyses of membrane properties were described in this paper, aiming to provide a future direction for production practices. Considering that the cleaning reagents used in this study are easy to obtain and use, consecutive cleaning with NaClO + NaOH–HCl is recommended to clean the PTFE membranes fouled by ASP flooding oilfield wastewater.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, alkali/surfactant/polymer (ASP) flooding oilfield wastewater is being increasingly produced during the oil recovery process.1-3 This wastewater needs to be processed prior to getting discharged into the environment to avoid the risk of severe pollution caused by its organic and inorganic components.4 Many countries that possess oilfields are seeking efficient and cost effective methods to manage this wastewater.5 In some oilfields, conventional techniques have been used to treat the wastewater; however, the emulsified and soluble oils in the wastewater cannot be effectively disposed.6

Membrane separation has emerged as a promising alternative for oilfield wastewater treatment due to its superior properties, including good selectivity, strong adaptability, and chemical composition retention.7-9 Microfiltration (MF) is considered to be one of the most effective membrane applications among the membrane separation processes for oilfield wastewater treatment.10-12 However, the pH of the wastewater has been observed to exceed the tolerable limit of commonly used MF membranes, which significantly shortens the membrane lifespan and increases operating costs. As an MF membrane, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is considered to be the best due to its high resistance to strong acids and alkalis, high and low temperatures, and corrosion. Thus, it is preferred for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment.1,2,10-12 However, one of the obstacles impeding the large-scale development of MF is membrane fouling, which accounts for the decrease in membrane permeability or a rise in membrane resistance, resulting in the increase in operation costs and cleaning frequency.13 Although many methods have been adopted to prevent and alleviate membrane fouling, it remains inevitable during the MF process.14-18 Consequently, chemical cleaning becomes a necessary step in the MF process to resume the membrane flux and performance by removing foulants with chemical reagents.19-21
Thus, it is essential to select cost-effective chemical cleaning reagents, which are safe to use, do not produce new foulants, and most importantly do not damage the membrane.\textsuperscript{22} The commonly used inexpensive acids, bases, and oxidants cause some damage to normal MF membranes, while they cause little damage to the PTFE membranes.\textsuperscript{21,22} Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{22} immersed PTFE and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) MF membranes in hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), and sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) solutions for 20 d, 40 d, and 60 d at 40 °C. The results showed that the PTFE membranes exhibited better resistance to chemicals compared to the PVDF membranes and maintained better membrane structural integrity.

Chemical reagents are generally divided into six categories: alkaline, acids, metal chelating agents, surfactants, oxidants, and enzymes.\textsuperscript{18–20} NaOH is an alkaline cleaning agent, which can saponify fats and dissolve proteins to remove organic foulants, such as grease and pectin.\textsuperscript{24} Acidic cleaning agents, such as HCl, nitric acid (HNO$_3$), oxalic acid, and citric acid, are mainly used to remove the oxides and hydroxides of calcium and magnesium as well as carbonates and silicates among others.\textsuperscript{19} NaClO is a low-cost oxidant that is effective in cleaning large molecular foulants, such as polysaccharides and polymers.\textsuperscript{25} Metal chelating reagents, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), can complex with inorganic ions in foulants to form highly soluble substances, thus reducing the fouling of the deposited salts and adsorbates.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, surfactants, such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), are used to remove organic foulants.\textsuperscript{27}

The cleaning efficiencies of a membrane can be affected by individual cleaning reagents or combined cleaning reagents as well as cleaning conditions, which are determined by the properties of different cleaning reagents and their reaction mechanisms with membrane foulants.\textsuperscript{28} The changes in the quality of raw wastewater can also lead to different membrane fouling situations.\textsuperscript{29} For example, recent studies have shown that the composition of membrane foulants is significantly different during seawater desalination and wastewater reuse.\textsuperscript{30} Recently, some studies reported the chemical cleaning of MF membranes.\textsuperscript{24,25–28} However, many of these studies focused on optimizing the concentration of cleaning reagents, reaction time, and temperature. Research on consecutive cleaning with chemical reagents, especially the cleaning mechanisms for the PTFE membranes used in ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatments, is lacking.

The main goal of this study was to determine the composition of membrane foulants, investigate the appropriate chemical reagents and their cleaning efficiencies, and discuss the involved cleaning mechanisms of the foulants disengaged from the membrane. The findings from this study can help in resolving the issues related to the chemical cleaning of MF membranes for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The flat membrane module

The flat membrane module used in this study is shown in Fig. 1, and its characteristics are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Experimental apparatus

The schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It mainly consisted of a raw wastewater tank of volume 0.06125 m$^3$, a membrane tank of volume 0.018 m$^3$, an effluent tank, constant flow pumps, pressure transducers, and a data acquisition system. The flat membrane modules were vertically put in the membrane tank, which was installed inside the raw wastewater tank. The permeate was sucked from the raw wastewater tank by constant flow pumps (BT600-2J, Longer, China). The transmembrane pressure (TMP) was monitored by pressure transducers (PTP708, Tuopo Electric, Foshan, China), and the data were constantly recorded by a data acquisition software (Siemens).

2.3. Composition of the raw wastewater

The raw wastewater was obtained from an oil production plant in Daqing, China, and its composition is shown in Table S1.\textsuperscript{†} The raw wastewater contained a mass of anionic polyacrylamide (APAM) with the concentration of 749 ± 33 mg L$^{-1}$, which was used as oil displacement. It also contained organic matter in large quantity, suspended solids (SS), and salts, with the concentrations of 1083 ± 65 mg L$^{-1}$ of COD, 83 ± 17 mg L$^{-1}$ of SS, and 5984 ± 450 mg L$^{-1}$ of TDS, respectively, which might have caused serious fouling on the PTFE membrane. In addition, the pH and temperature of the raw wastewater were 12.6 ± 0.3 and 40 ± 0.7 °C, respectively.

2.4. Membrane fouling and cleaning

The operating parameters (operating flux, backwashing flux, and intensity of gas washing) of MF experiments were kept consistent to subject the membranes to the same degree of fouling. Additionally, MF processes were not terminated until the TMP reached a predetermined value (70 kPa). At the end of the experiments, NaOH, NaClO, HCl, HNO$_3$, SDS, and EDTA solutions with a concentration of 0.5% (wt%) were used separately for immersion at 40 °C for 3 h to chemically clean the fouled PTFE membrane used for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment. Based on preliminary screening, NaClO (0.01–0.05 N), NaOH (50–250 mg L$^{-1}$), and HCl (0.1–1%) were selected as chemical cleaners for follow-up studies. Furthermore, the effects of cleaning sequence (NaClO + NaOH–HCl or HCl–NaClO + NaOH), temperature (20–50 °C), and time (0.5–5 h) on the cleaning efficiencies were also investigated. After each cleaning cycle, deionized water was filtered again to determine the flux recovery (FR); the calculation process used is shown in eqn (1).

\[
FR = \frac{J_{\text{clean}} - J_{\text{fouled}}}{J_{\text{raw}} - J_{\text{fouled}}} \tag{1}
\]

Here, $J_{\text{clean}}, J_{\text{fouled}},$ and $J_{\text{raw}}$ are the membrane fluxes of the same membrane (or the same membrane module) in its original state, after fouling, and after cleaning, respectively, with the unit L m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$.

2.5. Analytical methods

The micromorphology of the membrane surface was observed and photographed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-
4800, Hitachi, Japan), and the main metal and non-metal elements on the fouled layer of the membrane surface were qualitatively evaluated using the energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) on SEM. To retain the spatial morphology of the membrane to the maximum extent possible, the membranes were dried to a freezing state. Before observing the membrane sample, a conductive layer of gold, of approximately 2 nm thickness, was plated on the membrane surface by sputtering (Gatan, USA).

The functional groups on PTFE membranes were observed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet 560, Thermo Electron Corp., USA), and the measured wavenumber range was 4000–650 cm\(^{-1}\).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Foulant analyses

EDX scanning was performed on the surface of PTFE membranes, as shown in Fig. 2. The mass percentages of the elements found on the membranes are listed in Table S2. C, O, and F were found to be the basic elements of the PTFE membrane, of which C and F came from the framework of the membrane and O belonged to the hydrophilic groups. The contents of C and O on the fouled membrane compared to that for the original membrane were observed to increase from 36.35% to 42.60% and 8.42% to 11.51%, respectively; the content of F significantly decreased from 55.23% to 21.36%.

This indicated that the PTFE membrane was covered by many organic foulants, which may be crude oil, APAM, and surfactants contained in the raw wastewater. Furthermore, many inorganic elements appeared on the fouled membrane. The APAM molecules in the wastewater are negatively charged due to their ionized carboxyl groups. Therefore, positively charged metal ions can bind to the APAM molecules via electrostatic attraction and complexation bridging. Another possibility is that the alkalinity of ASP flooding oilfield wastewater was relatively high because it contained a large amount of OH\(^-\) ions, which might have resulted in the formation of inorganic precipitates, such as Fe(OH)\(_3\), Ca(OH)\(_2\), and Mg(OH)\(_2\).

The FTIR spectra of the PTFE membranes are represented in Fig. 3. The infrared absorption spectra of the fouled membrane show several new absorption peaks compared to that of the original membrane, where the peak at 3285 cm\(^{-1}\) represents the N–H bond of amide species, revealing that APAM assembled on the membrane surface. Furthermore, the observed absorption peaks of the C–H bond of alkanes, C=C bond of olefins, and methylene groups appeared at 2923 cm\(^{-1}\), 1641 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1412 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, suggesting the presence of crude oil on the fouled membrane. The results obtained here were consistent with those of EDX analyses, implying that APAM and crude oil were the main membrane foulants.

**Table 1** Parameters and characteristics of the flat membrane module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texture of the membrane</td>
<td>PTFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture of the support layer</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>VALQUA Industries (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average pore diameter (μm)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective length and width (cm)</td>
<td>28 × 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta potential (mV)</td>
<td>−22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle (°)</td>
<td>120.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Comparison of the cleaning efficiencies among different reagents

The membrane fouling of the PTFE membranes used for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment involves a combination of organic and inorganic species with regards to the type of foulants. Moreover, the foulants and the membranes are closely bound by complexation and hydrogen bonding. On-line physical cleaning (backwashing, aeration, etc.) is found to be difficult to completely restore the membrane performance; therefore, chemical cleaning with acids, bases, surfactants, metal chelators, and oxidants is required to remove the foulants that are difficult to wipe off the membrane surface.

3.2.1 Cleaning efficiencies of different individual reagents. The fouled membrane was chemically cleaned by immersing it in NaOH, NaClO, HCl, HNO₃, SDS, and EDTA solutions with a finite concentration at 40 °C for 3 h. The flux recoveries with different individual reagents are shown in Fig. 4a. It was observed that these six cleaning reagents could restore the membrane flux, while the HNO₃ solution exhibited the worst cleaning efficiency with a flux recovery of only 44.68%. The cleaning results of the HCl, SDS, and EDTA solutions were found to be normal, with the flux recoveries of 52.71%, 49.37%, and 47.32%, respectively. Additionally, the cleaning effects of the NaClO and NaOH solutions were observed to be particularly prominent, with the flux recovery greater than 70%. NaOH and NaClO have been noted to saponify fats and dissolve polymers to remove organic foulants. However, they are not known to be effective in removing inorganic foulants and metal-containing deposits. In this study, it was proven that organic fouling was more serious than inorganic fouling on the membrane surface, which is consistent with the conclusion reported in Section 3.1.

Furthermore, the NaClO solution exhibited a better cleaning performance compared to the NaOH solution, which was consistent with the results reported by Ahmad et al. and Zhang et al. Adopted NaOH, SDS, EDTA, HCl, citric acid, and oxalic acid to chemically clean the ultrafiltration membrane treated with oilfield produced water, and the results indicated that NaOH exhibited the best cleaning efficiency. Since the cleaning efficiency of the NaClO solution was not studied, no direct comparison can be drawn with the results of this experiment. Additionally, Wei et al. and Grélot et al. confirmed that NaClO exhibited the best results for flux recovery among all tested cleaning agents (e.g., NaOH, HCl, citric acid, and EDTA). Furthermore, the cleaning efficiency of alakis was found to be better than that of acids since the membrane foulants were mainly organic, which was consistent with the results by Norazman et al.

It was also observed that individual cleaning reagents could not completely remove all membrane foulants; thus, they could not achieve efficient cleaning. Therefore, NaClO, NaOH, and HCl solutions with better cleaning effects were selected as the chemical cleaning reagents in the following study. They were mixed for the consecutive cleaning of fouled membranes to
obtain higher flux recovery and regeneration of the fouled membranes.

3.2.2 Cleaning efficiencies of NaClO solutions. The cleaning efficiencies of NaClO solutions having different concentrations for the fouled membrane are shown in Fig. 4b. The flux recoveries were observed to increase from 67.33 ± 2.13% to 77.23 ± 1.93% on increasing the NaClO concentrations. Furthermore, when an MF membrane, fouled by microalgae biomass, was chemically cleaned, the NaClO solution exhibited an excellent cleaning effect.\(^{15}\) NaClO, as a commonly used oxidant, oxidizes the functional groups of organic foulants into ketones, aldehydes, and carboxylic acids to remove organic
foulants, especially APAM.\textsuperscript{28} APAM was one of the major membrane foulants (Section 3.1), which interacted with NaClO. The process of the interaction is expressed in eqn (2)-(6), which can be summarized into three stages: (a) chlorination of the nitrogen atoms in amide groups; (b) separation of hydrogen ions and rearrangement of the N–Cl anions; and (c) conversion of formyl groups into amino groups in polymers.\textsuperscript{46}

\begin{equation}
\text{R–C}_3\text{H}_2\text{N}^+\text{Cl}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{R–C}=[\text{N}^+\text{HCl}^-] + \text{Cl}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{R–C}=[\text{N}^+\text{HCl}^-] + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{R–C}=[\text{NH}_2\text{Cl}^-]
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{R–C}=[\text{NH}_2\text{Cl}^-] + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{R–C}=[\text{NH}_2\text{OH}^-] + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{equation}

3.2.3 Cleaning efficiencies of NaOH solutions. The flux recoveries were observed to increase to 57.16%, 68.22%, 73.16%, 77.12%, and 77.89% on increasing the NaOH concentrations to 50 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}, 100 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}, 150 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}, 200 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}, and 250 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4c. It removed the organic foulants on the membrane through hydrolysis and solubilization. The hydroxide ions in the alkaline solution promoted the disintegration of the fouled layer mainly by breaking the chemical bonds between the membrane and foulants.\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, the alkali reacted with crude oil by saponification to form water-soluble micelles.\textsuperscript{47} During the cleaning process, NaOH primarily acted as a bulking agent and protein solubilizer. The carboxyl groups and the phenolic substances were deprotonated by increasing the solubility and pH of the solution, thus increasing the negative charge of the organic foulants and causing repulsion with the PTFE membrane, which resulted in the separation of the foulants from the membrane.\textsuperscript{48,49}

3.2.4 Cleaning efficiencies of NaClO + NaOH mixed solutions. Fig. 4d shows that the cleaning efficiencies of the NaClO and NaOH mixture with the flux recovery of 93.23% at a concentration of 0.05 N NaClO + 250 mg L\textsuperscript{-1} NaOH are superior to their individual cleaning efficiencies. Mixing NaClO and NaOH substantially increased the membrane flux to 150% compared to being cleaned individually with NaClO (60%) and NaOH (<10%).\textsuperscript{47} This was because NaOH changed the configuration of the organic foulants on the membrane and loosened the fouled layer through hydrolysis and solubilization.\textsuperscript{47} Moreover, our previous studies confirmed that APAM could cause a “shield effect” on crude oil fouling on the PTFE membrane, which implied that APAM was closely bound to the membrane, while the crude oil was present above the APAM fouling layer.\textsuperscript{23} In such a case, the membrane outer fouling layer was first attacked with the NaOH solution, which then allowed NaClO to react with the innermost APAM relatively easily.\textsuperscript{26} Additionally, little difference was observed in the flux recoveries between the solutions of 0.04 N NaClO + 200 mg L\textsuperscript{-1} NaOH and 0.05 N NaClO + 250 mg L\textsuperscript{-1} NaOH, both of which were found to be above 93%. Considering the expense and membrane lifespan, it was considered more suitable to adopt the concentration of 0.04 N NaClO + 200 mg L\textsuperscript{-1} NaOH.

3.2.5 Cleaning efficiencies of HCl solutions. The cleaning efficiencies of different concentrations of HCl solutions on fouled membranes are depicted in Fig. 4e. The removal targets of the HCl solution were the inorganic foulants on the fouled membrane. Here, the inorganic foulants included scaling substances, such as CaCO\textsubscript{3}, Mg(OH)\textsubscript{2}, SiO\textsubscript{2}, and Fe oxides, accumulated on the membrane during long-term operation. They also included high-valent metal ions that combined with organics (mainly carboxylic acid groups, sulfonic acid groups, etc.) by forming ionic bonds. The latter played a crucial bridging role in the formation and development of fouling layers on the membrane, especially the gel layer.\textsuperscript{34-36} Al-amoudi et al.\textsuperscript{40} verified that the flux of a membrane cleaned with an HCl solution (9.2 kg m\textsuperscript{-2} h\textsuperscript{-1}) was higher than that of the membrane cleaned without an HCl solution (5.6 kg m\textsuperscript{-2} h\textsuperscript{-1}). When the concentration of the HCl solution was <0.5%, the flux recoveries were observed to increase from 40.16% to 52.71% on increasing the concentrations of the HCl solution. However, when the concentrations of the HCl solution increased above 0.5%, the flux recoveries showed a decreasing trend. This might be due to the reaction between cleaning reagents and foulants during the cleaning process, which produced some by-products and caused secondary fouling of the membrane.\textsuperscript{54}

3.3. Cleaning efficiencies under different conditions

The flux recovery is not only affected by the type and the concentration of the cleaning reagent, but is also restricted by the cleaning conditions, such as the sequence, temperature, and time.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, this section focuses on the effect of different cleaning conditions on flux recoveries.

3.3.1 Effect of sequence on cleaning efficiencies. To improve the efficiency of chemical cleaning, cleaning reagents are often used sequentially, and the cleaning sequence impacts the flux recovery. In this study, fouled membranes were cleaned with the sequence HCl (0.5%)-NaClO + NaOH (0.04 N + 200 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}) and NaClO + NaOH–HCl within 3 h of cleaning with the cleaning duration of each section being 1.5 h. The cleaning
efficiencies are shown in Fig. 5. The final cleaning efficiency of the fouled membrane after 3 h for the cleaning sequence NaClO + NaOH–HCl was found to be 99.12%, while for the cleaning sequence HCl–NaClO + NaOH, it was 94.22%. It is important to note that carrying out NaClO + NaOH cleaning first helped in destroying the configuration of the fouling layer and removing the organic foulants in large quantity. Thereafter, the residual metal ions formed due to bridging were removed by HCl cleaning. Afterwards, the organic foulants connected with them fell off from the membrane, thus improving the efficiency of the subsequent HCl cleaning. In contrast, when the fouled membrane was first cleaned with the HCl solution, the compact fouling layer was not easily destroyed by the HCl solution since it could only elute some inorganic scaling substances. Thus, the flux recovery would have been essentially consistent with that of NaClO + NaOH cleaning. Wang et al. proved that the cleaning efficiency of consecutive NaClO-citric cleaning was higher than that of the reverse method.

3.3.2 Effect of temperature and time on cleaning efficiencies. Consecutive cleaning with NaClO + NaOH–HCl was carried out to study the cleaning performance at different cleaning temperatures and times on the fouled membrane, as shown in Fig. 6. It has been shown that the reaction kinetics of the oxidation process and the solubility of the foulants or reaction products as well as the distribution of reagents in a polymer matrix increase on increasing the temperature. The flux recoveries were found to be 85.16%, 93.22%, 98.44%, and 99.13% at the cleaning temperatures of 20 °C, 30 °C, 40 °C, and 50 °C, respectively. Zhang et al. showed that an increase in temperature was beneficial to the recovery of membrane flux when conducting chemical cleaning of a fouled membrane while treating the wastewater of a banknote printing factory. Bartlett et al. found that for two types of membranes, the recoveries of membrane flux increased as the temperature increased from 30 °C to 50 °C under the optimal concentrations of cleaning reagents. However, as the temperature increased, different cleaning reagents performed differently for the MF membrane cleaning. For instance, a commercial cleaner (SurfactronCD50) did not significantly affect flux recoveries at temperatures above 45 °C. Therefore, it was reasonable to choose the cleaning temperature of 40 °C in this study.

The flux recoveries were found to be 73.16%, 76.23%, 90.98%, 98.47%, and 98.24% at the cleaning times of 0.5 h, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, and 5 h, respectively, indicating that the cleaning efficiencies improved with an extension in cleaning time. However, little difference was noted in the cleaning efficiencies at the cleaning times of 3 h and 5 h. This was because the prolonged cleaning time could only remove the foulants loosely bound to the membrane during the cleaning process and could not elute the foulants tightly adsorbed on the membrane. Furthermore, much longer immersion of the membrane in chemical cleaning reagents showed a definite impact on its properties and structure, and shortening the cleaning time helped in extending its lifespan. Thus, setting the cleaning time to 3 h was proven to be more appropriate.

3.4. Proposed mechanism of chemical cleaning

3.4.1 SEM-EDX analysis. The morphology and structure of the PTFE membranes are depicted in Fig. 7. The surface of the original membrane was relatively flat but rough with irregular membrane pores (Fig. 7a). After the MF experiments, the membrane surface was covered with a bumpy gel layer, with most of the membrane pores being blocked (Fig. 7b). However, after 1.5 h of cleaning with 0.04 NaClO + 200 mg L⁻¹ NaOH, most foulants on the membrane surface were removed (Fig. 7c). According to Table S2, some metal ions and organics remain on the membrane surface, which might be due to metal ions attaching organic foulants to the membrane through bridging (Section 3.3.1). After 1.5 h of cleaning with 0.8% HCl, the surface morphology of the membrane surface mostly recovered to being smooth and flat, and the membrane pores were clearly visible (Fig. 7d). Additionally, the foulants on the membrane surface were mostly eliminated (Table S2†).

3.4.2 FTIR analysis. It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the spectral waveform of the membrane cleaned with NaClO + NaOH is essentially the same as that of the original membrane, indicating that a large proportion of the foulants was eluted and only a very small amount of crude oil remained on the membrane (2923 cm⁻¹). Subsequently, after HCl cleaning of the metal ionic bonds on the membrane, the cleaned membrane looked new and closely resembled the original membrane, which is consistent with the previous results on flux recoveries and SEM (Sections 3.2.5 and 3.4.1), indicating that the cleaning method is very efficient.

3.4.3 Analyses of the membrane properties. The properties of the PTFE membranes obtained before and after chemical cleaning during the five cleaning cycles are displayed in Fig. 8. The determination of the contact angle (CA) is one of the methods used to analyze the characteristic changes in the membrane surface, which reflect the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the membrane. Compared to CA of the original membrane, the CA of the fouled membrane became larger, indicating that the uppermost layer of the membrane
foulants might consist of hydrophobic materials. According to the composition of raw wastewater (Table S1†), it was speculated that the top of the fouling layer consisted of crude oil, which is consistent with our previous study.\textsuperscript{35} Furthermore, CA of the PTFE membrane after chemical cleaning under optimum conditions was found to be similar to that of the original membrane (Fig. 8a). It should be especially noted that as the usage time of the membrane increased, irreversible fouling continued to accumulate, resulting in a decrease in the membrane performance. Moreover, repeated cleaning and long-term contact with chemical cleaning reagents would have damaged the membrane structure, increased the pore sizes, and reduced the tensile strength, leading to the failure of stable operation for the membrane reactor as expected by the design (e.g., the quality and yield of the effluent could not meet the design requirements). In addition to CA, the pore size and tensile strength of the cleaned membrane were not found to be significantly different from that of the original membrane (Fig. 8b and c), which illustrated that the chemical properties of the PTFE membrane were relatively stable during the treatment of ASP flooding oilfield wastewater.

Fig. 6 Effect of the cleaning temperature (a) and time (b) on cleaning efficiencies.

Fig. 7 SEM images of PTFE membranes: (a) original membrane, (b) fouled membrane, (c) fouled membrane cleaned with NaClO (0.04 N) + NaOH (200 mg L\textsuperscript{-1}) mixed solution, and (d) fouled membrane cleaned with HCl (0.8%) solution.
Fig. 8 Changes in membrane properties: (a) contact angle (CA), (b) pore size, and (c) tensile strength.

Fig. 9 Schematic of the proposed mechanism of chemical cleaning of the PTFE membrane for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment.
3.4.4 Proposed cleaning mechanism. The proposed mechanisms for the chemical cleaning of the PTFE membrane for ASP flooding oilfield wastewater treatment are depicted in Fig. 9. In the case of the coexistence of APAM and crude oil, APAM first bound to the membrane at a higher concentration with a faster migration speed, and the crude oil covered the surface of the APAM fouling layer. Due to high TDS in raw wastewater (Table S1†), the negatively charged APAM combined with oppositely charged ions, which weakened the intramolecular and intermolecular electrostatic repulsions in the APAM molecules; thus, APAM on the fouled membrane appeared curly (Fig. 9a). Moreover, inorganic elements, such as Ca and Mg, could tightly bridge APAM to the membrane, making the fouling layer stronger. Furthermore, SDBS and precipitates were surrounded by foulants on the membrane and/or adsorbed on the inner wall of the membrane pores (Fig. 9a).

The microscopic analyses of the PTFE membranes (Fig. 3 and 7) revealed that consecutive cleaning with NaClO + NaOH–HCl could effectively remove foulants from the PTFE membrane. During the NaClO + NaOH cleaning process, NaOH, primarily as a bulking agent and protein solubilizer, first attacked the outermost membrane fouling layer. Afterwards, NaClO reacted more easily with the innermost APAM. The crude oil, SDBS, and encapsulated inorganic precipitate on the APAM fouling layer were separated from the membrane as the inner layer of APAM disintegrated (Fig. 9b). The residual inorganic elements due to bridging were removed by HCl cleaning. Afterwards, the organic foulants connected with them fell off from the membrane (Fig. 9c).

4. Conclusion

In this study, foulant analyses, cleaning efficiencies of different reagents and conditions and mechanisms during MF of ASP flooding oilfield wastewater were studied. The following conclusions were drawn from the study:

(1) APAM and crude oil were the main membrane foulants accompanied by organic–inorganic–organic/membrane aggregate foulants formed by the bridging of inorganic ions.

(2) A cleaning efficiency of 93% was achieved through mixed cleaning with 0.04 N NaClO + 200 mg L\(^{-1}\) NaOH, which was found to be better than individual cleaning. Moreover, consecutive cleaning with NaClO + NaOH–HCl restored 98% of the membrane flux. Additionally, the cleaning temperature and time were set to 40 °C and 3 h, respectively.

(3) SEM-EDX and FTIR analyses displayed that NaClO + NaOH–HCl consecutive cleaning could effectively remove foulants from the membrane and restore membrane flux.

(4) The properties (CA, pore size, and tensile strength) of the cleaned membrane were not significantly different from that of the original membrane, which illustrated that the chemical properties of the PTFE membranes were relatively stable; also, consecutive cleaning using NaClO + NaOH–HCl was feasible.
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